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reasonable price.

BriteSide™ Miracle
Wash Aerosol Spray

A unique dry car wash and polish deliv-
ers outstanding performance and quick,
easy and economical applications. No water
required. 

Simply apply Miracle Wash using the
aerosol spray can, work around with a towel
and let the surface dry to a haze. Buff with
a clean towel until the haze is removed and
wipe away to leave your car with a fantas-
tic shine and a super tough protective finish. 

Specially formulated surfactants lift dirt
and other particles from the surface of your
car and hold them in suspension. 

Miracle Wash then acts as a shield, pro-
tecting the surface from abrasion while you
wipe the dirt clean. Repels dust and light
dirt particles and protects against the sun’s
ultraviolet rays.

AMSOIL products and Dealership
information are available from
your local AMSOIL Dealer.

AMSOIL INC., AMSOIL Bldg., Superior, WI 54880, (715) 392-7101
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PRO-FORMULA

Vinyl and Leather Cleaner
Pro-Formula Vinyl and

Leather Cleaner is a unique
formula, specially designed
to remove the heavy grime
that forms on vinyl and
leather seats. It penetrates
deep, removing dirt safely
without heavy scrubbing.
Vinyl and Leather Cleaner
preserves and conditions the
surface and leaves a pleasant
leather scent.

PRO-FORMULA

Vinyl and Leather Protectant
Vinyl and Leather Pro-

tectant guards leather, vinyl
and rubber surfaces against
the harmful effects of the
sun and weather. Without
harmful chemicals or harsh
abrasives, it protects surfaces
against fading, drying and
cracking. Vinyl and Leather
Protectant is the perfect
complement to Pro-Formula
Vinyl and Leather Cleaner for
the proper maintenance of
your vehicle’s interior.

PRO-FORMULA 

Metal Polish
Pro-Formula Metal

Polish removes oxida-
tion, rust and tarnish
from all metal surfaces.
The professional, non-
abrasive formula cleans
and polishes chrome,
aluminum, brass, stain-
less steel, gold and silver.

PRO-FORMULA

Car Polish and Protectant
Pro-Formula Car Polish

and Protectant goes on easy
and produces a brilliant
mirror-like shine with only
light hand-buffing. It restores
brilliant color and deep luster
to faded paint and maintains
a showroom finish on newer
cars. It also provides UV pro-
tection to keep paint from
fading and anti static agents
to resist dust.

Rain Clear
A polymeric for-

mula that repels rain,
ice, snow and sleet
from windows, allow-
ing clear vision. Water
simply beads up and
slides off for safe, all-
weather driving.


